
Product Information Sheet 
Variety: Les Copains White – 40% Roussanne,
20% Grenache Blanc,  20% Marsanne, 20%
Piquepoul Blanc
 
Vintage: 2016                                            
 
Alcohol: 13.1 %                                                        
                         
 
Brix at Harvest: 22.5°
 
Acidity at Bottling: 6.9 g/L
 
pH: 3.47
 
Residual Sugar: 0.4%
Skin Contact: None
 
Yeast: Rhone 4600
 
Fermentation: 1 month
 
Aging: None
 
Grapes sourced from: Timmons, Binghams
 
UPC Number: 0 90024 90656 3

750 ML Bottles/Case: 12
 
Weight LBS/Case: 36.3
Cases/Pallet: 56 Cases/Tie: 14 Ties/Pallet: 646 cs
 
Tasting Notes:  
This bright and exuberant Les Copains fills the glass with
pungent guava and mango aromas, highlighting the individual
character of each variety and coming together for a
harmonious balance. The 2015 vintage blends Roussanne,
Viognier, Marsanne and Piquepoul Blanc. The wine is bright
upon entry with flavors of lemony citrus, honeysuckle, and
marjoram with a clean and refreshing finish. Nowhere else can
you get an affordable little white blend as great as our Les
Copains.

 



McPherson
Les Copains

Bright and exuberant 
from Texas! Fills the 

glass with subtle guava 
and mango aromas. 
Flavors of lemony 

citrus and honeysuckle 
with a clean finish. 

Pair with pork, 
roasted vegetables 

and seafood.

Made by Rachel Lipman of Siema Wines
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